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The modern controls engineer is often faced with
designing a system which is characterized by a large number
of first order differential eguations. It is highly desir-
able and sometimes necessary that such complex systems be
reduced for analysis, synthesis and implementation into a
physical control system. It is the intent of this thesis to
present a mathematical procedure and computer software based
upon this procedure which enable the control engineer to
construct reduced order models.
As examples, two large order systems are analyzed: a
sixteenth order model of the F100 turbofan engine and a
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SIMBOIS
A = State (Ns,Ns) or Output (No, No) Weighting Ilatrix
B = Control {Nc,Nc) Weighting Matrix
C = Control Gain Matrix (Kc^Ns)
D = Control (No,Nc) or Noise (No,Ng) Feedforward
Matrix
Dr = Reduced Control Feedforward Matrix (No,Nc)
F = Open-Loop Dynamics Matrix (Ns,Ns)
Fr = Reduced Open-loop Dynamics Matrix (Nr,Nr)
G = Control Distribution Matrix (Ns,Kc)
Gr = Reduced Control Distribution Matrix (Nr,Nc)
GAM = State Disturbance Distribution Matrix (Ns,Ng)
H = Measurement Scaling Matrix (No,Ns)
Hr = Reduced Measurement Scaling Matrix (No,Nr)
K = Estimator Gain Matrix (Ns,No)
Nc = Number of Controls
Ng = Number of Process Noise Sources
Ns = Number of States
No = Number of Observations or Measurements
Nr = Reduced Model Number of States
Q = White Process Noise Ccvariance Matrix (Ng,Ng)
R = White Meas. Noise Covariance Matrix (No, No)
S = Steady-State Covariance Matrix of Control (Nc,Nc)
u = Control Vector {Nc,1)
V = White Measurement Noise Vector {No,1), With
Zero Mean and Covariance Matrix R
w = White Process Noise Vector (Ng,1), with
Zero Mean and Covariance Matrix Q
wO = Constant Disturbance Vector (Ng, 1)
X = State Vector (Ns, 1)
X = Derivative of State Vector (Ns,1)
8
xe = Estimate of State Vector (Ns,1)
xe = Derivative of Estimate of State Vector (Ns, 1)
y = Output Vector {No,1)
z = Measurement Vector (No, 1)
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Modern control methods allow the control engineer to
develop a control system to regulate every parameter of a
physical system. He has been aided by computer simulations
of non-linear systems and linear approximations of those
systems. The desired contrcl system can be developed
parallel to or even ahead of the physical system which is to
be controlled.
In , many design applications areas, the engineer is
confronted with designing a ccntrol system which can be
represented analytically by a very large number of first
order, linear, time invariant differential equations. This
is especially true with highly complex and aero-elastic
aircraft and space vehicles. The analytical model is a
prime ingredient in the controller design process for any
design technique.
Many practical limitations exist, such as computational
requirements, that require the order (number of equations)
of this complex model to be reduced for analysis, synthesis
and actual implementation of the control system. Some method
is required to analyze these dynamical models and establish
simpler systems which include elements critical to the
desired control function, Without such simplification,
application of design procedures can result in highly
complex and parameter-sensitive controlled systems. With a
reduced order model, regulator synthesis procedures become
more intuitive and far less sensitive to parameter varia-
tion. The reduced order model is far easier to handle in
formulating the control system but must characterize the
physical system with sufficient accuracy such that perform-
ance objectives for the controlled physical system can be
met by designing control laws from the reduced order model.
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The intent of this thesis is to present the mathematical
basis for creating such a reduced order model and to develop
the actual computer software which creates that reduced
model based on a given large order system. This computer
program (OPTEED) is developed to interface with an existing
control analysis FORTEAN program named OPTSYS. This thesis
will discuss the modifications or additions to the OPTSYS
program which are necessary to that interface.
The OPTimal SYStems control program was originally
developed by Hall [Eef. 1] for the study and application of
optimal systems control theory. Later modifications to the
program were made by Walker [Eef. 2] and Liu [Eef. 3] of
Stanford University. Hoden [Eef. U] modified the OPTSYS
program to present a user-friendly, interactive version of
the program (OPTSYSX). Diel [Eef. 5] introduced changes
which enabled the user to save various data for re-entry
into the program and also to create data files which were
necessary for the execution of a time response program
(OPTCALC). Further modifications have been made by Laptas
[Eef. 6] which were necessary tc create data sets for input
to his OPTGRAPH program. This FORTRAN program enabled the
user to obtain Pole-Zero, Root-Locus, Nyguist, Bode and
Nichols plots.
It is assumed that the user has a basic understanding of
the fundamental concepts of control theory and optimal
systems design. The symbolcgy conventions of Bryson
[Eef. 7] are used in the discussion of program operation and
system descriptions.
An overview of the OPTSYSX program, its capabilities,
and the modifications to that program which are necessary
for the interface with OPTRED is presented first. This is
followed by the mathematical tasis upon which OPTEED is
formulated and by a full description of the operation of
that program. Finally, examfles of large order control
12
systems and the corresponding reduced models which OPTRED
generates are presented and analyzed. Those systems include
a sixteenth order model of the F100 turbofan engine and a
ninety-eighth order model of the X-29A aircraft. Complete
program listings for the OPTSYSX program and the OPTRED
program are included as Appendices A and 3 respectively.
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II. THE OPTSTSX CCMPOTER PEOGRAH
A. PEOGEAH OVERVIEW
OPTSYSX is a double precision, interactive FORTRAN
program which employs modern control theory analysis tech-
niques. It is developed to be compiled and executed by the
Naval Postgraduate School's IBM 3033 System 360/370. Its
primary capabilities include the calculation of the open
loop eigensystem, and the fixed closed loop system; the
synthesis of optimal regulators or filters; the power
spectral density, and modal distribution computations.
The fundamental system equations used by the 0PT3YSX
program for its computations are of the state variable form.
The basic system equations are:
system model
X = [F]*x + [G]*u + [GAM]*w (2.1)
output equation
y = [H]*x + [D]*u (2.2)
measurement equation
z = £H ]*x + V (2.3)
estimator equation
xe = [F]*xe [G]*u + [K]*(z - [H]*xe) (2.4)
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open loop transfer function
i:H]*|s[I] - [F]j-i*[g: (2.5)
closed loop noise transfer function
[H]*|s[I] - [F]J-i*[Gam] (2.6)
compensator transfer function from measurement to input
IC]*|s[I]-[F]+[G]*[C]4i:K]*[H]|-i*[K] (2.7)
where
X = state vector (Ns X 1)
X = derivative of the state vector (Ns X 1)
u = control vector (Nc X 1)
y = output vector (No X 1)
z = measurement vector (No X 1)
w = white process noise vector (Ng X 1)
[F] = open-loop dynamics or plant matrix (Ns X Ns)
[G] = control distribution matrix (Ns X Nc)
[Gam] = state disturbance distribution matrix (Ns X Ng)
[H] = measurement distribution matrix (No X Ns)
[D] = control feed-forward matrix (No X Nc)
[C] = control gain matrix (Nc X Ns)
[I] = identity matrix (Ns X Ns)
OPTSYSX is an extremely large and complex program which
contains over 4000 lines of code. Its existing standard
dimensions will accomodate a thirty-second order system with
up to 10 controls and 10 observations or measurements. To
execute even this version of OFTSYSX the user requires one
megabyte of virtual storage. Any further significant
15
additions to that program's size would cause user difficulty
in obtaining sufficient memory for program execution. It is
for this reason that Diel»s OPICALC, Laptas* OPTGRAPH and
the program developed by this thesis have been developed as
independent programs which depend upon various data created
by OPTSYSX. The minor modifications this thesis introduces
to the OPTSYSX program are not detrimental to its original
capabilities,
B. OPTSYSX MODIFICATIONS
This thesis is ccrfronted with the problem of analyzing
very large control system models. Therefore, the additions
of Hoden's subroutine SETUP and Diel's subroutines RDMAIF,
EDMAT, and WRTMAT were crucial to system analysis. These
routines make multiple computer analysis runs possible
without painstaking re-entry of system parameters and
matrices. In particular, the system "F", "G", "H", and
"Gam" are some of the matrices which are stored for re-entry
into OPTSYSX or stored as data for use by other analysis
programs. Subroutine WRTMAT is responsible for the storage
of these matrices in the data file "OPTMAT". It is this
file which OPTRED utilizes to input all pertinent full
system data.
In many control applications, a control feed-forward
matrix ("D") is present in the system model. Therefore,
this thesis makes provisions within OPTSYSX which enable the
user to save the "D" matrix in the same manner by which the
other system matrices are saved. Subroutine SETUP, which
enables the user to input system matrices from file data,
was changed to enable the user to input the "D" matrix.
This consisted of adding "D" to the routine's parameter list
and also added a read statement to input that matrix from a
data file. Present routines in OPYSYSX which "save" the
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"F", "G"^ "H", and "GAM" matrices were complemented by the
addition of routines which also save the " D" matrix. These
new routines are analagous to existing "save" routines. In
addition to these routines a new flag, ISAD, was added to
the existing flags ISAF, ISAG, ISAH, and IGAM. This new
flag provides the same function in "saving" matrices as do
the existing flags. For program continuity, it was also
necessary to add ISAD to subroutine INNER, which is the
driving subroutine in the OPTSYSX program.
Subroutines RDMATF, RDMAT, and WRTMAT also required
minor changes to accomodate the "D" matrix. These changes
consisted of the addition of "D" to the subroutine parameter
lists and the addition of read or write statements for
either re-entry of "D" into OPTSYSX or for writing "D" to
the OPTMAT data file. The existing flag, IFDFW, was also
added to the parameter lists of these routines. This flag
indicates whether or not a "D" matrix will be input by the
user. OPTRED uses this flag in its computational methods in
the same manner as does OPTSYSX. Appendix A lists the
OPTSYSX program as modified by this thesis.
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III. ANALITICAL DEVELOPMENT OF A REDUCED ORDER MODEL
There are numerous methods of order reduction for
control systems as discussed by Enns [Ref. 8] of Stanford
University. This thesis uses the theory discussed by DeHoff
and Hall [Ref. 9] which presents a method of reducing the
order of the linear system based on dominant states chosen
iy the designer. This dominance is determined by modal
analysis of the eigensystem under investigation. Dougherty
[Bef. 10] utilized this same methodology in the development
of a computational model used in the analysis of the F100
turbofan engine. A summary of this technique is provided
below.
The method of reduction involves finding the eigenvector
transform matrix, T, such that
X*T = T*A (3.1)
where A is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix. Then, by
defining an alternate state vector, Z, where
X = T*Z (3.2)
the original system may be re-written in modal coordinates
as
Z = A*Z + T-i*G*U (3.3)
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The eigenvalues which are tc be included in the initial
reduced order model are determined through modal analysis.
The eigenvalue matrix can be re-ordered by constructing a
matrix Q, which has the value 1 in the position corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue to te included (column) and the
re-ordered position (row) of that eigenvalue. For example,
if eigenvalue 20 of the original A matrix was to be
re-ordered to the first position, a 1 would be placed in the
(1,20) position of the Q matrix. Now, the reordered matrix
A» = C*A (3.4)
is incorporated in the linear model
Q*Z =A'*Z + Q*T-i*G*0 (3.5)
letting
Z» = C*Z (3.6)
thus
Z' = A'*Q-i*Z« + Q*T-i*G*U (3.7)
and
X = T*Q-i*Z' (3.8)
A matrix R can be constructed such that
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X' = R*X = T*Z (3.9)
This X* vector is the reordered state vector. where the
elements contained in the subvector
1
are those states
associated with the designers choice of eigenvalues while
the subvector X„ contains all other states.




I —= R*F*R-i*X' + R*G*D (3.10)
Y = H*R-i*X' + D*a (3.11)
F» = R*F«R-1 (3.12)
G' = R*G (3.13)











H» = [H^ , H ] (3.17)
If the states in 1-^ truly model the full order system,
then the subvector X^ will be essentially zero and
X, = F, *X, + F *X + G *U
1 11 1 12 2 1
(3.18)
= F21*^l * ^22*^2 * ^2*" (3.19)
Solving for X2 in Equation 3.19, one has
X^ = -F -i*F *X + F -i*G *U
^2 ^22 ^21 1 22 2 (3.20)
This is incorporated into Equation 3.18 and
X^ = (F^ -F *F -i*F^JX + (G -F, *F^^-i*G )U (3.21)
1 11 12 22 21' 1 ^1 12 22 2' '
and the output equation becomes
Y
= (Hi-H2*F22"'*^21^^1 * ^^""2*^22"'*^2^" ^^*^^^
The reduced order model can now be written as




Y = Hr*X + Dr*U (3.24)
where
Fr = F - F *F -i*F
11 12 22 21 (3.25)
Gr = Gi - Pi2*^22-'*^2 (3.26)
Hr = H - H *F -i*F
1 2 22 21 (3.27)
Dr = D - H^*F^^-i*G^
2 22 2
(3.28)
This is the mathematical procedure which OPTRED uses in
computing reduced order models. The complete OPTRED listing
is included as Appendix B.
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IV. THE OPTBED PROGRAM
A. PROGRAM OVERVIEW
OPTRED is an interactive, double precision FORTRAN
program which uses a specifically formatted data file to
input full system data. The required matrix inputs from
this file are the full system "F", " G" , "H" and "D"
matrices. The system flags and parameters which OPTRED must
also read for program execution are Ns, lie. No, and IFDFW.
The OPTSYSX program creates OPTMAT data which is the source
of this required data. Through interactive input, the user
specifies all other data which is required to create reduced
model data.
OPTRED also reads from the CPTMAT file the noise, feed-
tack control and the output and control cost weighting
matrices. These are not required inputs but only input to
the program to facilitate creation of a reduced order data
file which is identical in format to the OPTMAT data file.
The final result of OPTRED is the creation of OPTMATR, a
data file which contains the reduced system "F", "G", "H"
and "D" matrices and is formatted for re-entry into the
OPTSYSX program.
It is possible for the user to construct a data file
named OPTMAT to provide input data to OPTRED. However, only
in rare applications would the full system not be analyzed
prior to the development of the reduced model. OPTSYSX is
therefore the simplest and most preferred method of data
generation.
To execute the OPTRED program, a minimum of three
separate files must be immediately accessible to the user:
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1) The compiled text file of OPTRED
2) The OPTMAT data file
3) The OPTRED EXEC file
The first two required files are self explanatory. The
OPTRED EXEC file sets up the required read/write file defi-
nitions and calls the necessary library functions for execu-
tion using the IBM 3033 System, This EXEC allows the user
to execute the OPTRED program by simply entering the word
"OPTRED" at the terminal. The program then continues in a
user-interactive mode until completion as described in the
next section. The OPTRED EXEC file is listed in Appendix C.
B. PROGRAM OPERATION
OPTRED was written to satisfy two specific objectives.
The first is to provide a method to assist in the analysis
of actual large order control systems. The second is to
create a program to be used as an instructional tool for
students studying controls related problems.
To accomplish these objectives the emphasis while
creating OPTRED was to make the program as user oriented as
possible by eliminating data entry ambiguities and providing
features which prevent the user from other inadvertant or
invalid program entries. A serious effort was also made to
minimize the amount of virtual memory required to execute
this program.
1 • Program Composition and Flow
OPTRED is composed of one main program and seven
subroutines. The program can be divided into three basic
catagories:
1) File Data Input
2) Interactive Data Input
3) Calculation
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Both file and interactive data entry is accomplished
iy the main program and by the primary subroutine, REDUCX-
The actual computation of the reduced order model is
performed by subroutine REDUCX which utilizes subroutines MI
and MAMDLT for its matrix inversion and multiplication
requirements. The remaining subroutines are utilized
throughout OPTRED for interactive entry of numerical - and
character string data. The program requires no external
subroutines for its execution.
The main program begins by presenting the user with
a brief operational description of OPTRED. At this point,
the user is given the option of having the program's general
results repeated to the screen or printed to a listing file.
OPTRED creates a permanent data file which contains the
reduced data regardless of the user's option here. The
program then reads full system flags and parameters,
excluding matrices, from the CPTMAT data file. A brief
description of the full system under investigation is then
presented as an indication to the user that the desired data
is being input. This description includes the order of the
system, the number of controls and observations and whether
or not a system "D" matrix will be input. The latter is
indicated either by " " or "net" in the following example.
The program then prompts the user for entry of the desired
order of the reduced system.
The main program presentation as it appears during
execution:
OPTEH)
OPTRED WILL COMPOTE A REDUCED ORDER MODEL FROM FULL SYSTEM
"F","G","H", AND "D" (IF INPOT) MATRICES.
THE FULL SYSTEM MATRICES HOST BE READ FROM A FILE NAMED
"OPTMAT DATA" AS CREATED BY THE OPTSYSX PROGRAM.
YOU MUST ALSO ENTER THE DESIRED REDUCED ORDER (NUMBER OF STATES)
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AND THE ACTDAL STATE #»S (IN ASCENDING ORDER) WHICH REPRESENT
THE REDUCED MODEL. THE ORDER OF THE REDUCED ORDER MODEL MUST
BE LESS THAN THE ORDER OF THE FULL SYSTEM.
DO YOD WISH TO CONTINOE?
TYPE "YES" OR "NO".
DO YOD WISH RESULTS TO SCREEN OR DISK?
NOTE: A DATA FILE CONTAINING THE REDUCED ORDER DATA
WILL BE GENERATED REGARDLESS OF YOUR ANSWER.
TYPE "S" FOR SCREEN OR "D" POR DISK.
THE ORDER OF THE FOIL SYSTEM IS:
THE NUMBER OF CONTROLS IS:
THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IS:
A "D" MATRIX WILL BE INPUT.
DO YOU WISH TO CONTINOE?
TYPE "YES" OR "SO".
ENTER THE DESIRED REDUCED ORDER OF THE "F" MATRIX.
Subroutine REDUCX is row called and immediately
reads the full system matrices from file data. The user is
then prompted for entry of the significant states which will
compose his reduced model. This program makes a provision
for entry of significant states from a specifically
formatted, user created data file. At this point in the
program he is given that option. Once the significant
states have been entered, the program repeats those states
to the screen and the user is given the option to make
changes at that time. If the significant states are satis-
factory to the user, the program continues with the computa-
tion of the reduced order model. At the completion of
OPTRED, the reduced system data is created and can be exara-
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ined for stability, controlla tility and observability by
other analysis techniques as discussed in the following
section. Prior to exiting the OPTRED program, the user is
provided the option of re-executing OPTRED if he finds
initial results unsatisfactory. A typical recording session
which depicts this program flew is presented in the next
section.
2 • User Protection Features
The user of OPTRED is protected from abnormal
program termination in several ways. Initially, the program
presents its capabilities and user re-juired entries. If he
is not prepared to continue at this point, the user is
offered the option of exiting the program. Next, the full
system parameters are presented and the user is once again
able to exit if these parameters are unexpected.
OPTRED requires that the order of the reduced system
be greater than zero but less than the order of the full
system. If the user inadvertantly enters a number which is
out of this range, the program issues a warning to that
effect and allows recovery. The computation of the reduced
order model relies upon the construction of a reduced state
matrix. OPTRED requires that these states be entered in the
order that they would normally appear in this matrix. For
this reason, the user must enter the significant state
numbers in ascending order and those state numbers must lie
in the range from one to the cumber of states in the full
system. If the user inadvertantly enters these state
numbers out of order or out of range the program prompts a
warning and allows recovery.
The method of reduced order computation involves the
inversion of the state submatrix F , as described in
22
Chapter III, Equations 3.25 through 3.28. The nature of the
plant matrix and the selection of reduced order states can
27
be coupled such that this matrix will be singular or non-
invertable. OPTRED will detect this condition and issue
information to the user that a reduced order model cannot be
calculated for that full system from the given desired
reduced states. Reduced data will still be computed but the
user is warned that this data is invalid.
Subroutines RDINT, RDREAL and RDCHAR are responsible
for the interactive input of data and expect an integer
input, a real number input and a logical "YES" or "NO" input
respectively. If the user inadvertantly makes an incompat-
ible entry these subroutines issue warnings and allow
another opportunity for data entry. The entry of a null
line is included in these improper actions and the entry of
two consecutive null strings will cause termination of the
program. This function allows the user a further means of
exiting OPTRED if he so desires.
3- li^£a^ Order Systems
The analysis of large order systems, particularly
the ninety-eigth order model, presents a major problem to
the user with limited virtual memory assets. The longitu-
dinal control system analyzed by this thesis has a (98 X 98)
"F" matrix, a (2 X 98) "H" matrix and a (98 X 1) "G" matrix.
To analyze this system, OPTSYSX must be executed in its
"increased dimension" form. To compile and execute this
version of OPTSYSX requires 2.5 Megabytes of virtual memory.
Both OPTRED and 0PTGR5PH are also dimensioned to
enable analysis of a ninety-eigth order model. When
OPTSYSX, OPTRED, OPTGRAPH and their peripheral data are all
used during a typical analysis session, very careful atten-
tion to file and virtual memory management is mandatory to
prevent the user from exceeding his virtual machine's
capacity.
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C. INTERFACE WITH OTHEB ANALYSIS PROGRAMS
To sufficiently analyze a control system it is desirable
to utilize OPTSYSX, OPTCALC, CPTGRAPH and OPTRED. It may
also be desirable to conduct this analysis during a single,
continuous interactive computer session. However, in the
analysis of very large systems this concept presents serious
difficulties in the areas of program flow, data management
and physical memory assets. For this reason, OPTRED has not
been developed to be fully automatic in its interface with
these other analysis programs.
The OPTRED program requires the existance of the OPTMAT
data file. As previously discussed, OPTRED generates the
OPTMATR data file which contains the reduced model data. To
analyze this data using OPTSYSX, the user must now rename
the OPTMATR data file for entry into OPTSYSX as OPTMAT data.
Care must be exercised at this point to either erase the
full system data file or to rename it to prevent ambiguous
data files. Although this procedure may seen cumbersome at
first, it is easily accomplished in the XEDIT mode and
provides the user with the capability of maintaining several
system data files which are readily available for analysis.
After OPTSYSX processes the reduced data, additional
data files are created which enable the execution of other
system analysis programs. OPTGRAPH and OPTCALC utilize the
OPTMAT and OPTGROL data files, respectively, to provide the
functions described in chapter 2. When the user is investi-
gating several systems it is both prudent and convenient to
rename these files after their use for the purpose of future
analysis.
D. EXAMPLES OF OBDEB EEOaCTION
Two large order systems will be presented to evaluate
reduced models generated by OPTRED. The first system is a
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sixteenth order model of the 1100 turbofan engine. The
final example is a ninety- eighth order model of the X-29A
aircraft's longitudinal control system. Bode analysis was
conducted for the full and reduced models and graphical
comparisons follow at the end of the chapter. Recorded
terminal sessions for each example will be presented to
fully illustrate actual program operation.
1 . Example of a Sixteenth Orde r System
The F100 turbofan engine was chosen for initial
analysis and [Eef. 9] describes this system in detail. The
system "F", "G", "H" and "D" matrices were obtained from
[Ref. 9: pp. 83-85] and the method of data entry to OPTSYSX
is depicted in subroutine SETUP found in Appendix A. The
selection of significant states is based upon a desired
control bandwidth of 1 to 10 Hertz and following modal anal-
ysis these states were chosen as ^, 2, 5, 11 and 16. The
following is a computer terminal system in which a fifth
order model is generated.




FILEDEF 03 DISK REDUCI DATA Al
FILEDEF 06 DISK OPTEED LISTING Al
FILEDEF 07 DISK STATES DATA Al
FILEDEF 09 DISK OPTMAT DATA Al
FILEDEF 10 DISK OPTMATR DATA Al
GLOBAL TXTLIB F0RTM0D2 M0D2EEH IMSLDP N0NIM3L
LOAD OPTRED ( START
EXECUTION BEGINS...
OPTRED WILL COMPUTE A REDUCED ORDER MODEL FROM FULL SYSTEM
"F","G","H", AND "D" (IF INPUT) MATRICES.
30
TEE FULL SYSTEM MATEICES MOST BE BEAD FROM A FILE NAMED
"OPTMAT DATA" AS CREATED BY THE OPTSYSX PROGRAH.
YOU MUST ALSO ENTER THE DESIRED REDUCED ORDER (NUMBER OF STATES)
AND THE ACTUAL STATE #»S (IN ASCENDING ORDER) WHICH REPRESENT
THE REEUCED MODEL. THE ORDER OF THE REDUCED MODEL MUST BE
LESS THAN THE ORDER OF THE FULL SYSTEM.
DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE?
TYPE "YES" OR "NO".
YES
DO YOU WISH RESULTS TO SCREEN OR DISK?
NOTE: A DATA FILE CONTAINING THE REDUCED ORDER DATA
WILL BE GENERATED REGARDLESS OF YOUR ANSWER.
TYPE "S" FOR SCREEN CR "D" FOR DISK.
S
THE ORDER OF THE FULL SYSTEM IS: 16
THE NUMBER OF CONTROLS IS: 5
THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IS: 7
A "D" MATRIX WILL BE INPUT.
DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE?
TYPE "YES" OR "NO".
YES
ENTER THE DESIRED REDUCED ORDER OF THE "F" MATRIX.
18
***** WARNING: REDUCED ORDER MUST BE GREATER THAN 0*****
AND LESS THAN 16
ENTER THE DESIRED REDUCED ORDER OF THE "F" MATRIX.
5
DO YOU WISH TO INPUT DESIRED STATES FOE YOUR REDUCED ORDER
MODEL FROM A DATA FILE?
31
DATA PILE MUST BE NAMED "STAIES DATA A1 " IN FIXED FORMAT.
i
THE EEAD FORMAT IS "1315" PER 72 CHARACTER LINE.
TYPE "YES" OR "NO".
NO
ENTER THE "N" SIGNIFICANT STATES WHICH REPRESENT THE REDUCED
MODEL. ENTER STATE #'S IN ASCENEING ORDER.
STATE # 1 =
1
STATE # 2 =
2
STATE # 3 =
3
STATE # 4 =
11
STATE # 5 =
16
THE REDUCED MODEL STATES ARE:
1 2 3 1116
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANY OF THE SIGNIFICANT STATES?
TYPE "YES" OR "NO".
YES
ENTER THE N- TH STATE # TO BE CHANGED.
7
3
ENTER NEW STATE # 3
5
32
THE EEDUCED MODEL STATES ARE:12 5 11 16
DO YOU HISH TO CHANGE ANI OF THE SIGNIFICANT STATES?
TYPE "YES" OR "NO".
NO
(OUTPUT TO THE SCREEN FOLLOWS)
THE DESIRED REDUCED ORDER IS: 5
THE REDUCED MODEL STATES ARE:
1 2 5 11 16
THE EEDUCED PLANT MATRIX ("F") IS:
-3.0509D+00 2.4726D+00 -3-58S8D+02 8.6913D+00 9.1332D-02
1.2243D-01 -1.6271D-I-00 U.1060D+01 4.2898D + 00 3.0229D-01
2.7286D-03 -2.8331D-03 -7.42760+00 -1.1695D-02 -9.4624D-03
4.1314D+00 -5-385aD+00 -1.6257D+03 -5.3853D+01 -2.7911D+00
-1.0770D+00 2,2320D+00 1.1467D+03 1.9087D+01 -4.88S7D+01
THE REEUCED CONTROL DISTRIBUTION MATRIX ("G") IS:
-3.54U5D-02 -1.U080D+02 -9.33C1D+01 2.3597D + 01 -1.8379D+04
-4.4094D-01 -2.7221D+01 7.8306D+00 -1.0960D+01 -9.9711D+03
1.7526D-02 -3.7646D+01 1.2113D-01 -7. 8465D-02 -1.1931D+02
1.9802D+01 3.1635D+02 4.9385D+01 -7.6813D+01 4.8330D+04
-1.8909D+00 7.2700D+01 -3.0436D+01 2.8867D+01 7.0035D+03
THE REEUCED OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION MATRIX ("H") IS:
1.9281D-01 1-0750D-01 1.8753D+02 1.2088D+00 7.0796D-02
6.4607D-03 -9.9442D-07 -9.1543D-03 -5.6722D-05 -1.9316D-05
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0000D+00 0.0
1.2535D-05 1.3512D-05 -3.1266D-02 -1.3900D-04 -4.8476D-05
-4.8870D-05 1.4796D-04 1.0ieOD-03 -5. 1681D-05 1.4491D-05
1.6598D-05 -5.0355D-05 -3.7563D-02 -1.7308D-04 -5.9561D-05
7.2415D-06 -8.1255D-07 -1.0493D-02 -4.9442D-05 -1.6687D-05
33
THE EEDQCED FEEDFORWARD MATRIX ("D") IS:
-1.0377D-01 3.4001D+00 1.0378D+01 1.7019D+00 -4.1189D+03
-1.0929D-0a -2.2819D-01 3.11C9D-01 4.84900-03 -1.3105D+G1
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.6209D-05 -8.5310D-03 -4.4940D-03 -9.5892D-05 -4.4513D-01
-1.5078D-05 4.1932D-03 -9.3797D-04 -3.9608D-03 9.6895D-01
1.0794D-04 5.6356D-03 -4.0947D-04 -7.98780-04 -3. 14340-01
2,9257D-05 9. 85560-04 3.2771D-04 -9.4642D-05 -8-37870-02
ANALYSIS COMPLETE. ..YOUR REDUCEE SYSTEM DATA HAS BEEN SAVED
IN A FILE NAMED "OPTMATR DATA".
00 YOU DESIRE ANOTHER RUN?
IF YES, THE RESULTS CF THIS RUN WILL
REPLACE YOUR LAST OPTMATR DATA.
NO
TYPE "YES" CR "NO".
OPTREO IS NOW TERMINATED.
R; T=0.38/0,77 21:06:56
RECORD OFF
END RECORDING OF TERMINAL SESSION
This is a typical computer terminal session in which
the user requested output to the screen. Note also, that
some of the user protection features of OPTRSD are involked
during this session.
Following this analysis, the OPTMATR data file was
renamed OPTMAT data and OPTSYSX was executed using the
reduced model data. The eigensystem was analyzed for desir-
able characteristics, including stability, and was compared
to the full system eigenvalues. This analysis proved satis-
factory and further comparison of the full and reduced
34
models was accomplished by obtaining Bode diagrams for the
system open loop transfer functions. Figures U. 1 and 4.2
illustrate the full system and reduced system Bode plots
respectively. The similarity, especially within the control
bandwidth^ is readily apparent. The frequency responses
shown are for system input 1 and output 1. Analysis of
other input/output combinations revealed the same favorable
comparisons.
2 . Example of a Ninety-eighth Order System
The X-29A control system includes a ninety-eighth
order dynamics matrix. The measurement scaling matrix is
constructed such that there are two measured outputs. These
outputs represent the system with and without a notch
filter, respectively. Full system matrix data as well as
eigensystem data was obtained for this model from
NASA-Edwards. Full system data was first entered into
OPTSYSX using subroutine SETUP and the overall system was
analyzed. Sixty significant states were identified and are
shown in the following recorded terminal session. This
example also illustrates program execution where no "D"
matrix is input and the reduced system states are entered by
means of file data. During this session the user also
chooses to have the general reduced model data printed to a
listing file.




FILEDEF 06 DISK OPTRED LISTING A1
FILEDEF 07 DISK STATES DATA A1
FILEDEF 09 DISK OPTMAI DATA A1
FILEDEF 10 DISK OPTMATR DATA A1
GLOBAL TXTLIB F0RTM0D2 M0D2EEH IMSLDP NONIMSL
35
LOAD OPTEED ( START
EXECOTION BEGINS...
OPTRED WILL COaPOTE A REDUCED ORDER MODEL FROn FULL SYSTEM
"F","G"/'H", AND "D" (IF INPUT) MATRICES.
THE FULL SYSTEM MATRICES MUST BZ READ FROM A FILE NAMED
"OPTMAT DATA" AS CREATED BY THE OPTSYSX PROGRAM.
YOU MUST ALSO ENTER THE DESIRED REDUCED ORDER (NUMBER OF STATES)
AND THE ACTUAL STATE #'S (IN ASCENDING ORDER) WHICH REPRESENT
THE REEUCED MODEL- THE ORDER OF THE SEDUCED MODEL MUST BE
LESS THAN THE ORDER OF THE FULL SYSTEM.
DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE?
TYPE "YES" OR "NO".
YES
DO YOU WISH RESULTS TO SCREEN OR DISK?
NOTE: A DATA FILE CONTAINING THE REDUCED ORDER DATA
WILL BE GENERATED REGARDLESS OF YOUR ANSWER.
TYPE "S" FOR SCREEN OR "D" FOR DISK.
D
THE ORDER OF THE FULL SYSTEM IS: 98
THE NUMBER OF CONTROLS IS: 1
THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IS: 2
A "D" MATRIX WILL NOT BE INPUT.
DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE?
TYPE "YES" OR "NO".
YES
ENTER THE DESIRED REDUCED CRDER OF THE "F" MATRIX.
7
60
DO YOU WISH TO INPUT DESIRED STATES FOR YOUR REDUCED ORDER
MODEL FROM A DATA FILE?
36
EATA FILE MUST BE NAMED "SIAIES DATA A1" IN FIXED FORMAT.
THE READ FORMAT IS "1315" PER 72 CHARACTER LIKE.
TYPE "YES" OR "NO".
YES
THE REDUCED MODEL STATES ARE:
1 2 3 4 5 6 12 13 14 15 43 44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 62 63 64
65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77
78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANY CF THE SIGNIFICANT STATES?
TYPE "YES" OR "NO".
NO
ANALYSIS COMPLETE. .. YOUR REDUCED SYSTEM DATA HAS BEEN SAVED
IN A FILE NAMED "OITMATR DATA".
DO YOU DESIRE ANOTHER RUN?
IF YES, THE RESULTS OF THIS RUN WILL
REPLACE YOUR LAST CPTMATR DATA.
NO
TYPE "YES" 05 "NO".
OPTRED IS NOW TERMINATED,
R; T=17. 70/18. 51 12:25:07
RECORD OFF
END RECORDING OF TERMINAL SESSION
The eigensystems for both systems were analyzed for
stability and other desireable characteristics. Bode plots
were obtained for both input/output combinations and these
37
graphs for the full and reduced systems are included as
Figures U.3 through 4.10. The input/output combination
(1/1) shows the response of the system without the notch
filter while the (1/2) input/output combination depicts the
frequency response of the system after the addition of the
notch filter. These figures clearly indicate excellent




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































V. CONCIDSIONS AND BECOMMEOANIONS
A. CONCIDSIONS
The computational capabilities of OPTRED were tested by
analyzing two significant large order systems. The determi-
nation of the validity of both full order and reduced order
results was greatly simplified by the eigensystem data for
the X-29A provided by NASA-Edwards. As discussed by Laptas
£Eef - 6 ], OPTSYSX failed to produce valid open-loop transfer
function zeroes when analyzing very large systems. However,
through modal analysis and with the aid of the NASA data,
the extraneous zeroes were easily identified and the open
loop data created by OPTSYSX was corrected.
The results of OPTSYSX and OPTGRAPH indicate a very
strong similarity between the full system and the reduced
system generated by OPTRED both in stability and in the
frequency domain. The combined analytic capabilities of
OPTSYSX, OPTGRAPH and OPTRED provide a powerful tool for the
controls designer for use in the analysis, development and
the implementation of complex large order systems.
B. EECOaaENDATIOHS
Eased upon the results of this thesis the following
areas are recommended for further study and research.
1 . Compari son of System Ti me Response
Although the reduced model must closely resemble the
full system in the frequency donain, it should also compare
favorably in the time domain. OPTCALC, the time response
program, requires several modifications to enable its use
for analysis of systems as large as those presented in this
49
thesis. The addition of this program to the analysis tech-
nique will provide a further leans of verification of the
accuracy and fidelity of the reduced order model.
2 . Interface with Other Analysis Programs
The Naval Postgraduate School's Aeronautical
Engineering Department has developed a collection of anal-
ysis programs including OPTSYSX, OPTGEAPH and OPTCALC.
These programs exist in a single "module" which enables the
user to interactively execute these programs during a single
computer terminal session. The feasibility of adding OPTEED
to this module should be investigated. If necessary, these
programs would require re-dimensioning and could create a
very large memory size requirement. Additions and modifica-
tions would also be necessary in the OPTSYSX EXEC to enable
the execution of OPTEED and then transfer execution to
OPTSYSX for the analysis of the reduced model. This
controlling EXEC must also manage the data files upon which
the individual programs depend.
3 • Alternate Order Eeduction Techniques
Finally, other methods of order reduction should be
investigated. Comparisons of reduced order models which are
generated by different techniques would provide the controls
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*i:ss:a«rt;«wx 1 o won^: ojEhs N
E oaisEHirrnzwcNxsij Qw«jai *
WIOEH OiZHinoCJ •U-)pHf-3f-:)OC0ES>H
owo"-woo nHZ"sr-Ort:rt:s: hcu
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nW E-t\5scnpL,«xo \ "-tHMN ru iTiz X cuH I eflsto :z OQ tnzoQH
O' \Q en *w Ehcm *s xh *a;s5 2:0 co oH I O O I cmh ct»0 shq
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U =03= KjXWHDpr-J .1 O m^ caws X into ^ *Gf^^Arn *£-< l ,-^\ »H b-i<N
o zrscNOwmxss cj ctszwehx o <5W oq \t-03 cq xoi 01 i *xE-t>^corM
O Q=J-«OCJfNHEHHHO * OE-^t-^m t- b-i>^ H \ sWO "4^ O Oro W-iT ••OHj h-5S *
EH 2: *OHh-? MyrtflcaZH Q XCOHXH»- * OlE « »"S<N fNn-q «- 33 t-^ t/Jr-OZ^lN
rtjX Eh<:N SHXEh Z OHE-tWfii * \ I H-^t.\:3- | O WK3250Q3Z *a: O « %
K oz cuu "CL, \ ininoi < '-cooi x s xw coito>»*i ^cu \=ro tno o Nrs e-i cm
CO w^COO OiOr H O «jyOtnK-qcN * QOi H= S: tX r-n3 N. *H H\=t I O
H = -FqESOOPMOCc; W N33ffiH<:CN • fi53>H ClOOClO^r r- *X£-(>-t *Eh ^ * I KEH
ns u'v.>-iinWOHr OZ eh NEnrOHS * • WEh ZHWr- ..vc tfOCMt-^rocu tX O'X
r ^ ro6Hh-1 I ^-A-lEHrt: raj *E5^S:H\ Eh Eh K n^r HEh Vz; 73 * t/3'~<-^3 OOO^^-EhH
n w *to I s:!:^:^: eh ..>h * h * s tocn <: oiaNoox^-^s cco » (jq*— 'ajn
O *a:;wx><zwaM=iHt-i to iotoxtOPLi= cu »- qkocmnhhui ^oncn cmzeh ^ztoo
>-t S EHCUOtOWa^^OOt=3U ZXOHOi^ s w * oo S *eHH «»Cr!H\^ I 0»\02:W
(z^ >Hr-2:CUO fcSOW C«H Ot^'-tO S H KX S ZO tCuCuNCMEn * "I M-hOiXHWK
O = BH MilO X Wi-^ O Mm *W I HO r OUQUON^SCM tX t-hS %HCUQ Offi'SO I <N I OSW EH ••Xnc I I-4- X *- WCOH WX «.cc;OQo:3- UO tCUE<;
E WHCri\HW I fN I to to CMX\H kCC^H W * 33 WHCnEHiDZHO W»- -tZUQOO
lO ffi r- WiqEH * «K W OCN ^ZJPOZHW Z\ EH>HUZr3=j- rt:r)EHZH <z;Z!=) WD3tj33
:* EHE *•• HroNcroo n <N t>H KtnEH H\ r zoQj * ai&,oc3\oori-.toEHir) eh
« cuxtooits «. m ^ ^ *Htozw>H'«: s * w r3M!r:XREHOHa4\HH aD:a-<<o
X EHSinzO Z tZCc; * <J rt!\SXOEHv-qs,-.Jl3r' ZWPuHOoUa HS ".HEHcnOai % CQO DH'^OOtOOtOOWX > U hCUP-HXcC tWW HDj CJUr-WOWUO tCX.ajMM?r><! ..
r- OiW •4Hf-lHHWHHu-) H«Zrs)EHWZ= CTHCJ SXWZ hhI CO ZUOO OI^hHOO WPih
% Ztn\H I cnHHEHt-l*- t/^ tnOH «.ai .^txi WZ asHWDt/lNWh^Sn WK tOUCJ'-HH\ H= \aiZ>ia4>a3 0^IH « S tOH XOffi S KQrt; WK[i^|i(O\t0»aJ (i^tOHinZZZ «0\ HOWi-^ozO&-t\ « -flrajxcNrcHs: o CO Hcnto cc *a3QO zn^rt:rt5rDto\zbH
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r^ ehzzxozo^ecoH * w ua« >k=ru;Hz •tna q *rt:wt>qQros: whsxehh 05 *xz
• HWtotr:-<m«=tt3 . cd NcjHN * in<rn H xkcm cq .. tciiiEHOou aw tino
s n3HW>Hin wy *oto h,.^«w<=s: %xto>H Kto ooHtoQEnxtocotouu'-wwwtsjci^
Ot COOWtOnSXHXWH to tOiCCSCCOHtOE HtOH H^- ZZOOWHZZ *^OPh W hQ
a HOUEH fcWO O Eh to WE f-1 XO^to UfNHQ *a<»a;<a4r-c/13: < O toNWEntOQEnXW
H 3BcatoCLiXHT-sr-H>H QO ccmH fcW I E as tnvow a »s cc;&uO\tO'=j:zzr3infH
w cQ o<Ntn •«<< ss^-1 zxor-rt:\LC I * EH to\OH <D\»t3:sEH 03 *i:tO'a:'=3:a<'-s
to OC3t/l fS>H\«\33rt: QS tO\ *^-JNEH t^r-D3 H **-! tOU\UO «W trNZCs: s *C1<
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ZXCi-i«WO(NOQi-3fN»a5 XtOKW »CCZtNEHXHtCU DSarZ WiSJ Oh^ Q 33 « S: CEQHKWn
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w LOHH «» ehescnqwq lowo w«=;:p5 ^ H«:Lno .a-zinow ctHHinHQUQiD hzq *
ZE HXi XtOCMU *WEHi<i; *aiCNHO Eh\ <5: »Ph sM *ZHtOtOHW *OHfZiW *| tO^JUN
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EHtH*—s: —>H(NUrMHSto *--a3'-VHUEH3:oT- w*-TN '— "-^1 oQnw'-'ocB a<^-*-oww«ZE eQ k4^ * O CT> EhS i-lrOH *(-)*(=! I OiM *CQ Z Qs Oih^D
o EHOWEHrtj *2:\tou« eht-ehOi Hr-»=5:N» wtHX HZH»- I tnx H *zqehz oqz
uWi<a-cQrt:zxw ocs o—.^ v=i30t-lP»H ««-)\ tOrtTco «:<:<: >hwcoh»=c i tn-aju-^o i cmh<:
CUE <»HS»a3oEHClOtOri3 tSXS < XD % ES * S3 tC 23Z (N t-5 Cfi %C0 E I W SM I tOU
tO>HC5t><«« r-tOZt^WlD^WOW | Z^-lrsie) t CMU3\ cacOKO Z "SnCG -ICOtOWEH xw
WHOOCJOS: Kwt^H^CJcsl O^O I W^rNWEH rno H^-O'-OHZOQNS^Or-OWWOCUrNlf-qojZ
kI pH»-tnii-iw\tnooH %«w spn we *«o *ww "W *weho z\ w CMi-mwo z o
o o o o
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» >—' uw wc0"O «XH Wo rnozw\CNU<: mcq o^ •• s O \ •• h
rt! EC t5HC>-iQ II rCQM^^ (N E-t«- LDCXHVfN roH r- \ W * CO EC
EH (N H2:zHCS] OW> O »M St\ XOOCri Hr-^\tOU XC^CO !-<{ XJ to O E O *
u » QH«a:z KSH ^--xa: toN o^couh t *aiw osoiX o h >• z h t-J x
W X H «HE-ip- HH CNr- 2; •. r- *W 2;W h-? «-0 » «- P3 CO wj -? fS
t-j in uwEHWrtfl^cKcriH^ «r-T- wc^. *xu<!oa::ww %u»-^ • * h ct. o *
pq « WW rii fcwua w * •. 0/~^ \fNO H&HKoo \ om n. «: n-^ to o w «-
en \ QHX HXK «: EH\X HS \CNCaQH Ens \| KCO \ S O Z Ctn
33 * WUWtnC0H>&H t-^\0 W'*! ^fcOiZCUHcr. *IHCM % «O,-nC0E-t
fN X «S'=a:cc;H *OOW H "^N « .•\3:«:0SZfN ttZ O. SHHO-UH
m H.-.O'^WrtixN icn 6^^. * wo «tn hh •. cnOi-3 >< w z h z tn
» 03 'WW WN.ZCC; E\ 00 «-w^aco« x cn CJO >^ i-* O < '—' M =tX H= «!Ci4>-:i u-Hrt:w WW * zw re vonaicio scciztnu> w*
o <:Q «< 04o <: to tnssK k-;eh= <;a( sehxhx w- zoshh ox oj en «: x
«- SZH HHOOO E-^ CQtOE^ « O CN<:H>ttO % OHi-5Z CO W W C-J (^)
» = K>h-PEO«fNE-< O^o e>W H«fNi^ f-1DS he-izo cn K en u z •.\ z wO'=fioow<.zw Htom x^va hovdwzxn naiOU m w eh m « n sN o«Ht<:HZD5tsqxw« en t-ieH o^wucnooDs^ cmo en k o ro k h
%HOHCc!s:>-" cOkH -^03 I OQ^WrrsOJoOKWQWHW O S
,^ EH « ft: cj t-1 ><Q ".wen rt:>=j:o «o z>h« h * » oohz rn o « en to cn
t 3= USZOWW\CviW ZW WZ r-vo^PQKOnXQ r-na*^ £-i W O H *
EH cQtn >-ia^Hca *wq wh .-.^-^m q ^ehcq<nw a *o^ zor-^ ciqxx
13 Hwwwh^ xw .H coejEH "auj toton^ fN« tnxsH >h tj to to eh cn
p^ G3>Ha:u:otowQvcQn mho= wu OiEhw *s:w *m cuoos^^i/) r-, z eh h *
z EHS hEho^h h o to«zo w '—r3ejxrt:>\tn ^-^udj . en >-^ z o cq en
H en I a::>-"cncn'=3:>H wo zwk oickcnko »w » En^a-ca z w z o tnHWtnoKEHZzH X EH= xu >h Eh ocNcjcEjzQ xN. i n o "^^ tn sn W H
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O >HZWEHWSUr-423H ZKOaw « MO \cc; hEh h * o-^ to o « to tn ro\ QEHiHtSl<<0 WHK >hE-i OEhO to Z fcOn-EnO to t^oa: h^ W K S W Ci) *Q CtJKSv! W CstOHtnoo to « ZW ZWW<:x UZ ZQ EHHSEHEHtOUZX
z <:c7M33eowenoH'-«:3' 00= H'-' wa=:a: cozz wwzoroo <: z -a: o h cn
«j: SEt-WHSOa: Q * OZHtOW QEHSazJCMOrs l Q«Ooq w eh O W « En *
K « *eh Dec; ,—A3 XEHH^c^cbz ehhwwi hm %« en usoi Eh ca
=1- OXWWZWCnWWDO tSh-IX O t-)WSOXEH f-ItOEHWCN W H
T- WiTiQW tS3H^HEHO«- WHDS OH «C O WOQCNOicaPO rtlWOiEH W pn W W W tO W
% I r- ehW hJ I W>H « «^-^0 EhEh tci EH (NOW KQO C3 hq3 O O-^O O <N
X Q *Z W re 5 W '—^ S.HHWWHEHQtn««*WZEHECO^r-H • « %
(N w\0£:ehz&h-m- ia:wN tocqwoiwen cjcn>-'W\eneno cjEncns en =** 4*=,—f**:—.;«: w x
CN WNH-aJ r •«• CCH « W<a: >hCe;0 WOjtOEH *<=t:ZH WOroO "'W X . Eh fN
% ^ »Ehc«W Eho<i:K t Q EhW EH H Oi ^,A< OW «i:Eh OiZ "OZQ W WHW,-jy,-^W *\,^ o. Oi ««; o "-^ to tCUMDW tooKens •towQznnwcciOj to x o ,.-;c; Kwxxa: ts o
•i •«: OCME^JWO ^a DW cr>WOS rCW^-tiSCnO EHO I HDNEh EHHEHHHr-^<fl H
«=r tH Ka-'aitH'-cn *h oawsr-QuuwtHt-i '^ 33^.ji3D»- i t-iuN •=»: w xm 33
W t-qOtOCOlDK HX-e: >hXW % WZW ^ ZtnKsT iWCM * &(>< *« 05 E:« EH«H ««; fN
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H X H 33 •© ^^ * XHZOe
* II cn -? » *s t cNrf cKr
CB >-10 f^O nCNOi'-O *x ow
CN oca H •• «o *Z •'-HHH
X NH SW>-3 *S II O '•W'aJW
rv) \zfm cacycQcnrt: tizVi-^si
fc *0 OOirtJCO SW «,WHQ
cn cncj 2: nqwcnoso 1 r-^co^-qw
a H « MWHUHOZ .X-sJK
a: %p:hW •—^-^o s5Hs:x»-sh
(N xocQ <:>«= H^-'«Hin«cn
% CN s ccK«<(^oi oca •ow
X *-cat2 W S <»Ct3ZHX 25Q
(N (Nwz HSMtr: QmH<=j;on:
k HCQm WO«^ "OH *Sr-r«H
u *sro s: >-i «: cc;w x: cj «rMo
w x»m << oehh>hzc:3\««z
« mz * wacnzowcQ 2:\x
H *xx rtjocnizr: iH»into
K CNOfN a^HOH>-^ Q H "^-H
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X XX\ OOWX^a-XHOHs O
(N CNCN % H SE-i *E-"h-^ZW QM
« fc NTH Eh,--, X «s!H3: + cn&H
S (N\H '=j:qZ>h«-25S>—' CU-aJ
05 M\ * CsJCnOCQfNHCes H^CJ IS3
O * *ll HOiH CCOCc302!«H
a xpo H^w.^Q\crz= ca *a^-i
H roHCO i^c *s:w w-o H »o<
K *sz st>HtsitNq.»cov52;.>iz:
in fN II O ceHHHr-^HSO t Cd
* H H OHH:)i-qs:'- ZCJ *0
X *s:e-i jacn'a:<!ccirsiQH r-zz
CS XW«a: aSSIO stOSn-l H
t3 fcCOOS XQOOH* WE ZtO
X (n>hW h as w-,1 c/iHUwoi
H Hincn-, 1-^ S.I HHZC/l
» w * cQxwrtjQcnccix ooh wpm
X,_,/T) p«q^l^(J) N»Wl/3MOHCN30 11 «M
r)\ * ^O \HHCM ZK re AhW
« <>< * W\s:U QHHQCTiEsSWro
CN<N(N fscco *cr;wocn'-^rt:orn«t:p:5aLn
t-{y^ * HW nWP^tsCMr SK * o »
% *Q.-» *Q cc;H Eh COH 01 EnXinZvox
xxtnNxcciW *w I z oW'-hht-o
nmoi »r-)ocQ II QP3 . I ascN »-fcoHO^tCE XWZ; tOHW«C »| *
cNCNrczfNr^r=icomsw'-sEHm\«o NMH^asH^-zwinoto aa::^^ «»= ooN
% % «rsl * <^{J oOtOOHO kEH K *





































sr ..z k ozwHWWX WKCO
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ozws X *n
CTi ehsehq hsehq ehhehq
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EHDin H3in EhOu")
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pixm k^-jijEto ^.^.nixin %^.4«aaco *,.,hxOj
WCTi t5 'WCTi CJ3 tWCTi t5 •Wen CJ3 .DiLnZ
roEHZs roEHZr roHZr roEnzs Eh MH
X CDHOX W3HOX *33MOX «.r3HO<a\
HXaiCjZHXOi'OZHXCliCDZHXaiOZS \CCi
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HMH-o: EHkH^ ehwhoi: eh^h^c sf^.rxt
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WZOOCOXZOOtOC5ZOOCOCiZOOtOCJ3C5W
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H *ri3XEH kWXfH wWXH fcWXH <
wN,>Ln wN>in wN>Ln w\>u-) z
aaa: »«=i:'~a::3: v^j'-a^rc *rt:'-a=:33 »Hci:T-aaHCi
COHEnaa VOEHEnaa ^COEhEhx VOEHPnaa *to w
H -a: \H •< N,H <: \H •< \hQ>hSZ h-1\3:Z H^N&Z ^-q\3:Z h;\SW<;
HQ>-q V HQh^ % HQ>-^ * HQh^ w COvJ
E3 wh itD wh tn wh .3 wh tsooi
OQ>H|2:tOOO>HCStOOQ>H&:tOOQ>HC:tOO to
>(W=«; tH?HM-l<i; t^P-•^t|<I5 tH?HW»a; t^><^*-'l-1
H,^ tO»-JOZ COt^33Z tO>-?OZ tOi-?OZ cqC5
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>-iC Q CO>HSQ tO>-iSC=l lOXSQ COXSOOCcJ
h503:wh wxWh wacWH W3:wh waaH
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